We report on a series of computer simulation experiments regarding the management of a common resource. We were particularly interested in the e¡ects of uncertainty and satisfaction on the harvesting behaviour of simulated agents. The experimental study of long-term dynamics of threatened resources can hardly be carried out using human subjects. We therefore experimented with simulated consumers, the so-called consumats, whose properties are derived from a comprehensive, multitheoretical model of consumer behaviour. A consumat is equipped with needs and abilities, and may engage in di¡erent cognitive processes, such as deliberation, social comparison, imitation, and repetition of previous behaviour. In a ¢rst simulation experiment we show as to how uncertainty may stimulate an imitation e¡ect that promotes over-harvesting. In two subsequent series of experiments, we show that increased uncertainty results in an increased 'optimism' of consumats regarding future outcomes, an increased likelihood of imitative behaviour, and a lesser adaptation of harvesting behaviour during resource depletion. These 'process-e¡ects' promote higher levels of harvesting from a collective resource. The main experimental conclusions and the issue of validating simulation results are discussed. #
Introduction
Our relation with ecosystems is a double-faced one. On the one hand, we depend on ecosystems as resources for food, building materials and a healthy environment to live in. On the other hand, we often plunder and pollute ecosystems as if we were independent from them. This often results in the depletion of natural resources. The central question here is why people bite the hand that feeds them.
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the operation of several behaviour mechanisms and determinants whereby people tend to overexploit common resources. We will do so by showing various results of experimenting with a computer simulation programme in which a comprehensive theoretical model of consumer behaviour is used to operationalize the make-up and the 'behaviour' of simulated agents called 'consumats' . Computer simulation of actors' behaviours in common-resource exploitation has thus far received a fair amount of research attention (e.g. Liebrand & Messick, 1996; Summers, 1996) . However, few simulation models have been based on process models of human (consumer) behaviour in which di¡erent behaviour mechanisms and di¡erent underlying factors were e¡ective, depending upon environmental and social conditions. Below, we ¢rst discuss the commons dilemma model, which has been the starting point of our computer simulation work. Thereafter, the consumat approach is explained and a number of simulation experiments is reported. We end with a general discussion of the main results, conclusions and suggestions for further research.
Resource dilemmas
The commons dilemma paradigm is useful to understand how people manage natural resources. It is being used as a conceptual framework for understanding the processes leading towards many environmental problems, such as deforestation, over-¢shing and air pollution. Such environmental commons dilemmas are usually quite complex because of the various personal and collective outcomes involved, the speci¢c dynamics of the resource and uncertainty concerning the outcomes.
Many laboratory experiments have been performed to clarify the factors and processes that affect the harvesting behaviour of people from a common resource (for overviews see e.g. Hardin, 1968; Dawes, 1980; Vlek, 1996) . A resource dilemma can be considered as a speci¢c type of commons dilemma. Basically, the resource dilemma o¡ers each individual the choice between harvesting a lot now, at the risk of exhausting the resource, vs harvesting less now, so as to sustain the resource in the long run. The more people harvest a lot, the quicker the resource may get exhausted. Whereas in the basic social dilemma an individual has the choice between a cooperative and a defective choice (see e.g. Luce & Rai¡a, 1957) , the ¢rst choice yielding the highest collective outcomes, the resource dilemma is more complex. Here, a signi¢cant restraint in personal harvest by most individuals, which can be considered to be cooperative, may not yield the highest collective outcomes. Because the resource can grow, a consumption level that is signi¢cantly lower than the resource's growth capacity can be understood as under-using the resource (De Vries & Wilke, 1992, p. 82) . Given that the growth function of a resource is known, an optimal collective harvest (OCH) can be determined. As long as total harvesting does not exceed this OCH, an increase in harvesting has no negative consequences for the resource. However, if OCH is being exceeded, the resource will decrease and collective as well as (most) individual outcomes will become smaller.
Because many natural resources confront (potential) users with uncertainty regarding the OCH and related outcomes, we are especially interested in how uncertainty a¡ects the harvesting behaviour of people. Several laboratory experiments have demonstrated that increases in uncertainty cause people to harvest more from a collective resource. The more uncertain people are regarding the size and growth of the resource, and thus the optimal collective harvest (OCH), the more they tend to harvest from that resource (Rutte et al., 1987; Messick et al., 1988; Suleiman & Rapoport, 1989; Budescu et al., 1990 Budescu et al., , 1992 Budescu et al., , 1995a Rapoport et al., 1992; De Vries & Wilke, 1992 , 1995 Suleiman et al., 1994; Hine & Gi¡ord, 1996; Wit & Wilke, 1998) . In the next section we will elaborate on uncertainty and the cognitive processes that it elicits.
Three explanations for this uncertainty e¡ect have been discussed in the literature. First, is has been said that uncertainty leads towards an overestimation of the resource size. In laboratory experiments, people tended to be optimistic regarding the resource size before harvesting took place. This 'environmental optimism' prompts individuals to harvest more (Budescu et al., 1990; Rapoport et al., 1992) . Rapoport et al. (1992) attribute this e¡ect to the tendency of people to overweigh the positive endpoint in a probability distribution, as well as to overestimate the mean size of the resource. This would give rise to an optimistic estimate of the resource size. A second explanation for the increased consumption under conditions of environmental uncertainty states that the overestimation of the resource size is no 'environmental optimism e¡ect' but a post-experimental cognitive defence strategy to justify one's over-harvesting behaviour. A third explanation is that people have an individual outcome desirability bias due to selective recall of the number sequences (GÌrling et al., 1998; Gustafsson et al., 1999a, b) . Gustafsson et al. (1999a) observed that requests from a common pool increased when uncertainty increased, whereas the estimation of the pool size remained equal. When the resource is valued, people appear to have a motivational bias to overweigh the most desired upper bound, which is in line with the tendency of people to judge more desirable outcomes as more likely (e.g. Buckley & Sniezek, 1992) .
The uncertainty e¡ect
In the literature on resource dilemmas, a distinction is made between environmental uncertainty and social uncertainty (Messick et al., 1988) . Social uncertainty is associated with a lack of knowledge regarding the planned behaviour of others. Environmental uncertainty is operationalized as the lack of information about the resource size (Messick et al., 1988; Rapoport et al., 1992; Hine & Gi¡ord, 1996; Wit & Wilke, 1998) . Regarding common resources, we may conclude that these two uncertainties are usually intertwined because the behaviour of the others a¡ects the behaviour of the resource, and the other way around. This is con¢rmed by the results of Wit and Wilke (1998, p. 255) , who report that perceived environmental uncertainty partially depends on social information, and that perceived social uncertainty partially depends on environmental information. To avoid this confounding of uncertainty concepts, we propose to formalize uncertainty strictly as the di¡erence between the expected and the actual harvest. This uncertainty thus depends both on the variability in other people's behaviour as well as on the variability in the state of the resource. We further assume that it is not the uncertainty itself that a¡ects the harvesting behaviour of people, but rather the social processes that are elicited by feelings of uncertainty. As Festinger (1954) already noted, processes of social comparison are stimulated by uncertainty. When people are relatively certain, it is more likely that they engage in more individual processing strategies.
People may display di¡erent sensitivities to uncertainty. This may be a stable personality factor, because uncertainty orientation is related to the Openness to Experience factor of the Big Five personality structure (Hodson & Sorrentino, 1999) . This suggests that the tolerance for uncertainty varies across people, resulting in the fact that a £uctua-tion in the resource is more likely to elicit social processing in people having a relatively low uncertainty tolerance. This indicates that it is not the £uctuations of the resource, but rather the person's sensitivity for (and perception of) these environmental £uctuations that trigger feelings of uncertainty. Consequently, uncertainty tolerance can be hypothesized to be a mediating factor for the cognitive processes that people engage in.
How then may this social processing stimulate over-harvesting? Could it be that social processes stimulate over-harvesting because they propagate behaviour yielding higher short-term outcomes? Could it be that higher short-term outcomes make people less likely to consider a future resource depletion in their harvesting decisions, but rather habitually engage in over-harvesting? Could it be then, that over-harvesting is a socially contagious behaviour? If we hypothesize that the cognitive processes that people engage in might be responsible for uncertainty e¡ects, and that speci¢c sequences of cognitive processing lead to an over-harvesting habit, how could we test this hypotheses? Laboratory experiments with real people are very di⁄cult to perform, because it is very di⁄cult to measure the cognitive processes that they engage in during a resource-management task, let alone to manipulate cognitive processing. Hine & Gi¡ord (1996) are one of the few who did study cognitive processing during harvesting, using a think-aloud procedure. Their study focused on the harvest goals and action strategies that people use to pursue their goals. Their results supported the conclusion of Dawes (1980) that people possess limited abilities to process information. However, in this more qualitative study it was not possible to relate an action strategy, such as monitoring pool size and others' harvests, to psychological variables such as satisfaction and uncertainty, as these are hard to measure on every time step. Because in such studies it is hard to measure cognitive processes in detail, and impossible to include cognitive processing as an independent variable in an experimental design, it is hard to study the relation between harvesting dynamics and cognitive processing styles.
The simulation of arti¢cial agents o¡ers a new tool to study the dynamics of resource management (e.g., Axelrod, 1980a, b; 1984; Nowak & Sigmund, 1992; Liebrand & Messick, 1996; Macy, 1996; Conte et al., 1997; Grant & Thompson, 1997 (for an overview see Jager, 2000 . More researchers are developing agent rules on the basis of psychological theory, such as attitude theory (Ernst, 1998) , the Elaboration Likelihood Model (Mosler et al., 2001) , Theory of planned behaviour (Mosler & Tobias, 2000) and general ¢ndings from social dilemma research (Brucks, 2001) . However, up to now no simulation model contains agent rules based on a meta-model of human behaviour that integrates various cognitive processes. Yet, it is essential to include various cognitive processes in agent rules in order to study the behavioural dynamics of resource depletion. The consumat approach (Jager et al., 1999) has been developed as a simulation tool o¡ering a set of agent rules that are based on various behavioural theories.
The consumat approach
Many behavioural theories, such as theories about human needs and motivational processes, social comparison theory, social learning theory, the theory of reasoned action and others, all explain parts of the processes that determine consumer behaviour. According to some scholars, there is a need for a meta-theory of human behaviour (Vallacher & Nowak, 1994) . The consumat approach as introduced by Jager et al. (1999) is based on a comprehensive conceptual model of consumer behaviour (Figure 1) , and as such tries to o¡er such a meta-theory.
Based on this conceptual model, a multi-agent simulation model has been developed. We call the Over-Harvesting in Resource Dilemma agents 'consumats' , in analogy to the term 'animats' that Wilson (1985) coined to indicate simulated animals.
The driving forces at the collective (macro-) and the individual (micro-) level determine the environmental setting for consumat behaviour. This may be represented by a collective resource. The individual level refers to the consumats, which are equipped with needs which may be more or less satis¢ed, are confronted with opportunities to consume, and that have various abilities to consume opportunities. Furthermore, consumats have a certain degree of uncertainty, depending on the di¡erence between expected and actual outcomes of their behaviour.
Depending on their satisfaction and uncertainty, consumats may engage in di¡erent cognitive processes in deciding how to behave. Unsatis¢ed and certain consumats are assumed to deliberate, that is to determine the consequences of all possible decisions given a ¢xed time horizon in order to maximise their level of need satisfaction. This formalization re£ects the rational actor as widely used in economics. Unsatis¢ed and uncertain consumats are assumed to engage in social comparison. This implies comparison of its own previous behaviour with the previous behaviour of consumats having roughly similar abilities, and selecting that behaviour which yields a maximal level of need satisfaction. Satis¢ed and uncertain consumats will imitate the behaviour of other similar consumats, thereby avoiding the cognitive e¡ort of determining the maximal outcome as in the case of social comparison. Finally, satis¢ed and certain consumats simply repeat their previous behaviour. When consumats engage in reasoned behaviour (deliberation and social comparison), they will update the information in their memory to store information on abilities, opportunities, and characteristics of other 
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agents. When they engage in automated behaviour (imitation and repetition) they use their memory without updating the information. Consuming opportunities yield a change in need satisfaction. Also, changes regarding the consumats' abilities, opportunities and uncertainty will occur. Moreover, the resource will change, thereby a¡ecting the consumption in subsequent time steps.
The behavioural dynamics that can be observed while conducting experiments with a population of consumats do not re£ect real human behaviour, as the latter is far too complex to be captured in a simulation model. Yet, the use of psychological theory in multi-agent models may be valuable in identifying dynamical processes that govern the behaviour of real people. A major advantage of computer simulation is that many experiments can be conducted in a short period of time, allowing the use of complex designs, exploring many conditions and replicating experimental conditions exactly. Moreover, certain psychological variables can be manipulated, allowing them to be used as independent variables in an experimental design. This makes computer simulation a valuable tool to explore possible interesting avenues for empirical research. As such multi-agent simulation may be conceived as a complementary tool to empirical research.
In exploring the behavioural dynamics in a series of resource management simulations, we have used the following formalization of the consumat approach.
Consumat needs
In the commons dilemma experiments reported in this paper, consumat i is equipped with two needs: (1) a need for subsistence (Ns) and (2) a need for leisure (Nl) 1 . Consuming from a resource R (which will be described next under opportunities) results in a certain quantity of individual consumption. The higher the individual consumption (CI it ) of consumat i at the current time-step t, the higher its need satisfaction for subsistence of consumat i at t (Ns it ). The Ns follows a diminishing marginal utility function, and ranges from 0 to 1. The value of a is indicates how sensitive the consumat's N s is for consumption.
The need for leisure is the second consumat need being formalized. The satisfaction of the need for leisure Nl for consumat i at time step t increases at a decreasing rate with the amount of time left over for leisure: the more work, the less leisure.
The amount of time spent on working is denoted by x, ranging from 0 (0 hours of working) to 1 (24 h of working). The time for leisure can hence be denoted as 1Àx, and ranges from 0 to 1. The value of a il here indicates how sensitive the consumat's Nl is for leisure time. Equation 2 captures the level of need satisfaction for leisure following from leisure time and a:
Because both subsistence and leisure play a role in the overall level of need satisfaction of consumat i at time step t, this has been formalized as a weighted multiplication of the satisfaction of the two needs. The value of g functions as a weighting factor for consumat i regarding the relative importance of the two needs in the overall level of need satisfaction. Setting g at a value of 0?5 results in equal weighting of both needs in the overall level of need satisfaction. Equation (3) captures the overall level of need satisfaction as a weighted multiplication of the level of need satisfaction for subsistence and leisure, respectively:
This implies that the overall need satisfaction N may be insu⁄cient when only one speci¢c need is unsatis¢ed. A critical value N min is being used to determine if a consumat's overall N is su⁄ciently satis¢ed or not. N min ranges from 0 (always satis¢ed) to 1 (never satis¢ed).
Consumat opportunities
A renewable resource R is de¢ned as the arti¢cial environment of the consumat. Consuming from this resource provides means for subsistence. CT denotes the total consumption of all consumats. The resource grows every time step with a factor l, which is stochastic. This stochastic part allows for irregularities in the growth rate of the resource, thus simulating natural variability of the resource (e.g. £uctuating weather conditions) in a very simple manner. When the stochastic part of l is large in comparison to the nonstochastic part, it may happen that the resource shows a decline for a few time steps. Equation (4) captures the size of the resource at time step t as the growth factor at time t, times the resource size in the previous time step, minus the total consumption in the current time step:
On average l is equal to l a , the nonstochastical part of the growth factor l. A random selection Over-Harvesting in Resource Dilemma from a normal distribution N with a standard deviation s is used to simulate stochastic variability, as is depicted in
In case of deterministic experiments (no variability in the resource growth factor) l t is equal to l a (s is set at 0). In the simulation experiments in this paper we set l a at 110%, a percentage that is often being used in resource dilemma experiments (e.g. Kramer et al., 1986) . Without consumption, the resource grows exponentially by 10% at every time step. A consumption level that consistently exceeds this 10% growth would result in the gradual depletion of the resource. To satisfy both its subsistence and leisure need, the consumat has to decide on how much time it should spend consuming from the resource. This consumption can be understood as harvesting behaviour, which we shortly denote as 'working' . The consumat is allowed to work for a maximum of 16 h a day, thus having a minimum of 8 h a day for leisure. This minimum has been set to refer to the minimal time that is needed for sleeping and eating. The consumat decides how much to work in units of one hour. Consequently, 17 opportunity distributions are available (Table 1) .
The level of need satisfaction for subsistence depends on how much the consumat is able to consume during 1 h of work. This is one of the characteristic abilities of the consumat, and will be discussed in the next section.
The abilities of the consumat
In the simulation experiments to be presented the consumat has two abilities, namely a cognitive ability a ci and a physical harvesting ability a hi . The consumat's cognitive ability refers to the time horizon (TH) it employs when elaborating on the expected outcomes. When the consumat is motivated to elaborate (i.e. when overall N it oN min ), and engages in deliberation or social comparison, it will calculate the outcomes of behaviour. The longer the TH the consumat employs, the earlier it detects a possible depletion of the resource. This allows the consumat to restrain its current consumption in order to sustain a higher consumption level in the long run, at least, when it perceives that this restraint is e¡ective to sustain the resource. This sustainability also depends on the consumption of the other consumat(s). When deliberating, the consumat assumes that the other consumats will not change their behaviour.
The consumat's physical ability refers to its harvesting capability, formalized as the quantity of consumption units that the consumat can harvest from the resource R during 1 h of work, which is expressed in a value ranging from 0 (no ability) to 1 (maximum ability). A physical ability of 1 implies that the consumat is able to harvest 1/16th (0.0625) consumption units of the resource per hour. This value is chosen because working for the maximum number of 16 h adds up to a harvest of exactly 1 consumption unit. These ¢gures hold for resources that are always equally accessible for harvesting, no matter how abundant or depleted the resource may be.
The fewer ¢sh there are, the less one is likely to catch per hour. To account for such real resource attributes, we allow to make the resource less accessible for harvesting the more depleted it is. A depletion factor p is introduced to formalize this relation. In the depletion factor, we calculate the resource size in the previous time step (R tÀ1 ) divided by the initial resource size (R t0 ). A factor p ! 0 de¢nes the accessibility of the resource as depending on the di¡erence between the initial and previous resource size (see Eq (6)). Setting p at 0 results in (R tÀ1 /R t0 ) p being equal to 1. In this case, the resource is always equally accessible for harvesting. The harvest depends on the time spent working times the ability to harvest, provided the resource is not depleted. Increasing p results in a lower harvest-per-hour the more depleted the resource. For example, setting p at 2 implies that when the size of the resource has been halved the harvest per hour will be quartered. The factor p thus allows for the speci¢cation of the depletion dynamics of a resource.
On the basis of the resource development and its own abilities, the consumat calculates an expectation regarding its consumption in the next time step. The time spent working (x it ) is being chosen in the cognitive process, and will be further discussed in the section on cognitive processing. The expected individual consumption E [CI] it is equal to the amount of time spent on harvesting, times the consumat's ability to harvest, a hi , and the depletion dynamics. These depletion dynamics involve the resource size at the previous time step divided by the initial resource size:
This expected individual consumption is being used for the calculation of the consumat's uncertainty.
Uncertainty
The uncertainty index U it , which ranges from 0 to 1, is formalized here as the di¡erence between the actual consumption at tÀ1 and the expected consumption for tÀ1. This expected consumption for tÀ1 has been constituted at tÀ2. Whereas the expected consumption could be formalised as a distribution, thereby allowing variations in the precision of expectations, we chose for a point expectation for matters of simplicity. Di¡erences between E[CI] itÀ1 and CI itÀ1 may occur due to changes in the resource size (e.g. due to depletion), which causes di¡erences in harvesting e⁄ciency.
That is, uncertainty will be larger the larger the absolute di¡erence between expected and actual consumption at the preceding time step. The uncertainty tolerance U max is being formalized as the critical value used to indicate the level of U above which the consumat engages in social processing. U max ranges from 0 (always uncertain) to 1 (never uncertain). Consumat i is considered to be uncertain and engages in social processing at time step t when U it 4U maxi . U maxi can be de¢ned for each consumat separately, thus allowing the formalization of consumats with di¡erent uncertainty tolerances. In the experiments to be reported, all the consumats in a single simulation run will have identical U max 's so as to keep the results transparent for interpretation.
The memory
First, the consumat stores information on its previous opportunity consumption in its memory. This implies that the need-satisfying capacities of the various opportunities and the resource size are being memorized. Moreover, the consumat memorizes which other consumat(s) serve(s) as comparison consumats, as well as the behaviour that these consumat(s) performed in the previous time step (tÀ1). Finally, the memory contains the perception of the consumat's own abilities, in particular the physical ability to consume.
Repetition
Repetition (habitual behaviour) will occur when the consumat is satis¢ed and certain (N it 4N min , and U it oU max ). Repetition implies that the consumat simply repeats the previous behaviour without updating its memory. Thus, the consumat is motivated to consume an amount equal to the amount consumed in the previous time step. Only when it appears that the behavioural control (BC) over this opportunity has dropped below zero, the consumat will switch towards deliberation to ¢nd an opportunity that is both satisfying and feasible. For example, when the physical harvesting ability a h is smaller than is demanded to repeat the previous behaviour 'x' (RD xh ), then BCo0. In our experiments, a repeating consumat i at time step t spends the same number of hours on harvesting as it did in the previous time step, as indicated below.
Deliberation Deliberation will occur when the consumat is unsatis¢ed and certain (N it oN min , and U it oU max ). Deliberation starts with updating the memory. This updating implies that information is gathered regarding the need-satisfying capacities of the opportunities, the resource demands of the opportunities and the consumat's own abilities. This information is used to calculate the behavioural control (BC) over the possible opportunities, and the expected outcomes in terms of the N of consuming opportunities. In calculating the expected outcomes the consumat uses a certain time horizon (TH), which indicates its cognitive ability. The consumat will be motivated to consume the opportunity with the highest perceived multiple need-satisfying capacity, that is feasible in terms of BC. In our experiments, the 17 opportunities involve di¡erent numbers of hours spent working vs leisure time. Working for more than 16 h implies that the consumat would have less than 8 h for leisure, which is an absolute minimum. Consequently, we can state that the behavioural control over these opportunities is negative.
The deliberating consumat will choose that number of hours working that maximizes the overall level of need satisfaction, provided that its behavioural
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control over that opportunity is positive.
This maximal level of need satisfaction is based on a maximization of the weighted product of both levels of need satisfaction as formalized in Eqs. (1) and (2). In deliberating on this maximal level of need satisfaction, the consumat takes the total resource consumption by other consumats into account. On the basis of the desired consumption for all consumats j, the deliberating consumat calculates an expected total consumption (CET) of all consumats which is necessary to project the resource depletion. For simplicity's sake, the consumat assumes that the other consumats consume the same quantity as in the previous period which is an amount equal to CT tÀ1 ÀCI i,tÀ1 . Multiplying this with the relative change in the depletion factor as introduced in Eq. (6), we derive the total desired consumption of the other consumats. The consumption of consumat i itself is equal to x i,t a h,i (R tÀ1 /R t0 ) p as indicated in Eq. (6). This reads to
This allows the consumat to calculate the expected resource size for the time horizon that it employs:
where ac i is the cognitive ability of consumat i, expressed as the time horizon in time steps.
Imitation
Imitation occurs when the consumat is satis¢ed and uncertain (N it 4N min , and U it 4U max ). When the consumat engages in imitation, it will read its memory and recall the consumat that functioned most recently as comparison consumat. It will do what this consumat did in the previous time step. The consumat is thus motivated to consume whatever the other similar consumat was consuming. Only when it appears that the behavioural control over this opportunity is below zero, will the consumat switch towards social comparison. In our simulation experiments, this implies that the consumat follows another consumat with about similar harvesting abilities (a h ). If the number of consumats is larger than 2, the comparison consumat is initially chosen at random. After engaging in social comparison a comparable consumat is being identi¢ed in the memory. Equation (12) states that the time spent working of consumat i at time step t is equal to the consumption of the comparison consumat j at tÀ1:
Social comparison
Social comparison occurs when the consumat is unsatis¢ed and uncertain (N it 4N min , and U it 4U max ). While engaging in social comparison, the consumat will ¢rst update its memory. Then it will observe the consumptive behaviour of other consumats having about the same abilities. When other consumats' abilities di¡er no more than a certain percentage from the own abilities, those consumats are assumed to be similar, and thus comparable. The range within which other consumats are considered as comparable is denoted by the comparison factor e. If e is set at 0, only other consumats with exactly equal abilities are being considered as comparable, whereas when setting e at 0?5, consumats with half or twice as much ability are also considered as comparable. In our experiments, only the ability to harvest (a h ) is taken into consideration in calculating the comparison factor e. Only when there is another comparable consumat j can the consumat engage in social processing, as is denoted in. ABSða hi À a hj Þ4e; then social processing ð13Þ
If the number of consumats is larger than 2, the comparison consumat is initially chosen at random. After engaging in social comparison, a comparable consumat is selected on the basis of similarity in ability [Eq. (13)]. This comparable consumat is being stored in the memory, and is being used as comparison consumat in situations where the consumat engages in imitation.
Having selected a comparison consumat, the consumat will calculate the expected outcomes for reproducing the opportunity consumption that the other consumat manifested in the previous time step. This calculation employs the full time horizon that the consumat is able to use. Also, the behavioural control over this behaviour is being calculated. If the expected outcomes of reproducing the other's consumption are higher than the expected outcomes of not changing one's opportunity consumption, and the behavioural control over this opportunity is positive, then the consumat will reproduce the other consumat's opportunity consumption. The consumat thus will be motivated to perform either the other consumat's behaviour, or its own previous behaviour, depending on the highest perceived multiple need-satisfying capacity of both opportunities [according to Eq. (9)]. In our experiments, the consumats will determine as to which number of hours spent working yields the highest N, either reproducing the behaviour 'x' of the comparable consumat 'c' , or not changing its (previous) behaviour.
Opportunity consumption
The direct outcome of the cognitive process is that the consumat chooses to consume a certain quantity of the available opportunities. In the current simulation experiments, the actual consumption of the individual consumat i at time step t (CI it ) depends on the number of hours spent working (x it ), times the ability to consume (a h ). This is being multiplied with the depletion dynamics, to include the (possible) e¡ect of the resource size on the consumption per hour. Finally, all this is multiplied by the total possible consumption (CT) at time step t divided by the desired consumption (CD) at time step t. This is done to allocate consumption over the consumats when the total desired consumption is larger than the total possible consumption:
The total possible consumption of the population at time step t (CT t ) depends on the maximum available resource and the sum of the expected individual consumption (CI t ) of all agents. As long as the resource is large enough to allow for the desired consumption to be realized, the total possible consumption will be equal to the desired consumption, resulting in (CT t /CD t ) having a value of 1. However, if the desired consumption is larger than the total possible consumption, this value becomes smaller than 1. Then the possible consumption is allocated over the consumats, and they consume the whole resource. Equation (16) states that the total possible consumption at time step t is the lowest value of either (1) the resource size at time step t or (2) the sum of the expected individual consumption of all agents:
Following consumption, the levels of need satisfaction according to Eqs. (1) and (2) and the resource size will change, resulting in new values for the driving forces of behaviour. A comprehensive description of the consumat approach and a series of simulation experiments can be found in Jager
.
Results
In this section we will present two types of simulation experiments. First, we present a single deterministic simulation run, which is aimed at demonstrating the imitation e¡ect in two consumats. Following that, two experiments will be presented in which a stochastic part in the resource growth function is being varied. These experiments involve a large number of simulation runs, using different settings for the minimum level of need satisfaction (N min ) and uncertainty tolerance (U max ) of two consumats.
Simple imitation e¡ect (deterministic experiment)
In this experiment two consumats are being formalized. To avoid both consumats performing identical behaviour, the harvesting ability of consumat 1 is set at 1 and the harvesting ability of consumat 2 at 0?60. The minimum level of need satisfaction N min is set at 0?60 and uncertainty tolerance U max is set at 0?0025 to allow for the occurrence of all four cognitive processes. As long as both N is larger then 0?60, the consumat is satis¢ed and will engage in repetition or imitation. An extreme setting is being used for U max so as to invoke uncertainty in the consumats despite the absence of stochastic processes in the resource growth function. Setting the initial resource size at ¢ve results in a resource that is vulnerable to overexploitation but which, however, is large enough to allow for sustainable consumption. The accessibility factor p is set at 2, implying that when the resource size has been halved, one's harvest per hour will reduce to a quarter. Setting the time horizon at 20 enables the consumat to react in an early stage of resource depletion by moderating its consumption. In Figure 2 we present the resource size, the total consumption from the resource and the proportion of time working for both consumats. These variables are presented for the 61 time steps of the simulation run. Figure 2 shows that both consumats perform the same behaviour during the ¢rst 18 time steps. Because they are satis¢ed during that time, they either engage in repetition or in imitation, depending on the value of U. As a consequence, no new behaviour will be performed. This changes at t = 19, when consumat 2 is the ¢rst to change its proportion of time spent working. This is because the lower ability of consumat 2 causes its N to drop below the critical level of 0?60 at t = 19. Consequently, consumat 2 starts deliberating, and decides to increase its time spent working. This causes its N to increase above Over-Harvesting in Resource Dilemma 0?60 again, inclining consumat 2 towards repetition at t = 20, thus sustaining the increase in time spent working. Both consumats are satis¢ed again at that time, consumat 2 working somewhat more than consumat 1. However, the increase in working by consumat 2 results in an increase in consumption at t = 20, causing the resource to deplete at a higher rate. As a consequence, consumption decreases with a level that exceeds their expectations, and at t = 21 both consumats become uncertain. This uncertainty combined with their satisfaction (both consumats then have an (N above 0?60) implies that both consumats engage in mutual imitation. For consumat 1 this implies an increase in its time spent working, to 'catch up' with consumat 2. This maintains its N above the critical level of 0?60. While imitating consumat 1, consumat 2 decreases its time spent working back to 0?50. At t = 22 consumat 1 decreases its time spend working back to 0?50 on the basis of imitation. During t = 22 consumat 2 is satis¢ed and certain, thus repeating this time spent working of 0?50. At t = 23 both consumats are repeating this time spent working of 0?50. However, this was and still is not enough to keep consumat 2 satis¢ed, and at t = 24, its N has dropped below the critical value, which causes consumat 2 to engage in deliberation. As a consequence, at t = 24 consumat 2 decides to increase its proportion of time working. This in turn increases uncertainty in both consumats, resulting in imitative behaviour of consumat 1 at t = 26. The process of mutual imitation repeats itself once more, and from t = 31 both consumats remain working for 0?75 of the time while imitating each other. It is interesting to see that consumat 1 works more than optimal, because working somewhat less would yield a higher level of need satisfaction (increase in Nl4decrease in Ns). On the basis of imitation it copied the behaviour of consumat 2. Because this was satisfactory, and uncertainty dropped, consumat 1 continued working for 0?75 on the basis of repetition, thus engaging in some sort of habitual over-harvesting. This e¡ect may be called the imitation e¡ect. The larger the uncertainty becomes, the more likely that this imitation e¡ect will become manifest, causing an increase in harvesting. Because of its lesser abilities, consumat 2 is not capable of consuming enough to be satis¢ed. Despite continuous deliberation, it does not ¢nd a more satisfying behaviour than working for 0?75 of the time.
This experiment was repeated with 25 consumats, where ¢ve subgroups were created, each group consisting of ¢ve consumats (see Jager, 2000) . These subgroups di¡ered with respect to the harvesting ability of the consumats, respectively, having an ability level of 1?0, 0?8, 0?6, 0?4 and 0?2. The initial resource was set at 62?5, or 2?5 per consumat, just as in the previous experiment. For the rest the same settings were used as in the n = 2 experiment. The results were in line with the above reported experiment, showing that the e¡ects of social processing also occur in larger groups of consumats. 
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Experiments with a stochastic resource growth
The previous section demonstrated the importance of uncertainty in the management of a renewable resource. In that experiment uncertainty resulted from a change in consumption that caused an irregularity in the resource growth. Only when the uncertainty tolerance (U max ) was set very low this would incite social processing in the consumats. However, in real life the irregularities in the resource growth are not only caused by consumption, but they are also originating from the often very complex dynamics of the resource. For example, the growth of a ¢sh-stock is not only depending on the catch of the ¢shermen, but also on weather conditions, sea temperature, the food situation in the sea and pollution, to name a few factors. In the experiments below, such irregularities are formalized by introducing a stochastic part in the resource growth function (Eq. (5)). This implies that simulation runs with the same initial settings may show di¡erent developments regarding the resource growth and the consumat behaviour. Consequently, experiments aimed at revealing the e¡ects of di¡er-ent initial settings require that for each initial-settings condition several simulation runs be performed. This allows for the comparison of the di¡erent conditions within an experiment. The following simulation experiments are being focused on the e¡ects of di¡erent levels of uncertainty tolerance (U max ) and a varying minimum level of need satisfaction (N min ) on the management of the resource. For N min (see the section on the needs of the consumat), ten values have been selected ranging from very easy to satisfy (N min = 0?05) to very hard to satisfy (N min = 0?95). For U max (see the section on uncertainty) ten values have been selected between 0?005 and 0?095, which is a range that appears to capture consumats that seldom engage in social processing (U max = 0?095) and consumats that very frequently engage in social processing (U max = 0?005). Pairing the ten values for N min with the ten values for U max yields a design with 100 (N min , U max ) conditions. For each condition ten simulation runs are being performed, resulting in 1000 simulation runs for the overall experiment. The conditions in the experiment are expected to yield di¡erences regarding the prevailing cognitive processing rules. For example, setting U max and N min both at a low level will increase the likelihood of the consumats engaging in imitation, as they are quickly uncertain (low U max ) and easy to satisfy (low N min ) (see the section on Cognitive processing).
Each run starts with an initial resource size of 5. The standard deviation s in the resource growthfunction is set at 0?02 to introduce a small random part in the resource growth. The accessibility factor p is set at 1, implying that when the resource has been halved, it becomes two times as di⁄cult to harvest. Two consumats are confronted with this resource. Both consumats are given a time horizon (TH) of 20. Consumat 1 has a harvesting ability of 1?0, whilst consumat 2 has an ability of 0?5. The N min and U max of both consumats are varied according to the above design, resulting in 100 conditions. Figure 3 shows the resource size after 30 time steps for the 100 (N min , U max ) conditions. The resource size at t = 30 is chosen for presentation because at that time the long-term e¡ects of consumption are clearly visible. Each intersection of the 10 Â 10 lines in the landscape of Figure 3 (including the borderlines) represents the average resource size of ten runs under that particular (N min , U max ) condition.
It appears that consumats that are easy to satisfy (low levels of N max ), through their repetitive consumption, have almost depleted the resource at t = 30. The higher the consumats' N max is, the higher the resource size at t = 30. This is because the more frequent the consumats deliberate (which is associated with higher levels of N min ), the earlier they reduce their consumption to prevent future resource depletion. Consumats with a low N min are easier to satisfy, and thus are most likely to engage in automatic processing. As a consequence, they do not anticipate future resource depletion. Only when the resource has been depleted to a considerable extent, their behaviour is not satisfactory any more, forcing them to engage in reasoned processing. However, because of the substantial depletion of the resource at that moment in time, the consumats cannot ¢nd a satisfying behavioural opportunity. Because of the depletion of the resource, their consumption will be very low. Consequently, they remain unsatis¢ed, continuing to process in a reasoned manner (engaging in either deliberation or social comparison).
For consumats with a higher N min ( ! 0?45), Figure  3 reveals an e¡ect of uncertainty tolerance (U max ). This e¡ect implies that for consumats with a low U max the resource is being more strongly depleted than for consumats with a higher U max (U max 40?035). Consequently, the consumption of the consumats with a low U max is relatively low at t = 30, yielding a relative low Ns. The higher the U max of the consumats, the less they engage in social processing. Consumats with a U max !0?045 rarely become uncertain for more than one time Over-Harvesting in Resource Dilemma step, because the uncertainty seldom exceeds their critical U max level. Consequently, these consumats engage almost exclusively in individual processing. As a consequence, their consumption will depend exclusively on their N min , as can be seen in Figure 3 . It hardly matters for resource consumption if the consumat has a U max of somewhere between 0?045 and 0?095, as can be seen in Figure 3 .
For consumats with a relatively low uncertainty tolerance (U max 0?045) and which are not too quickly satis¢ed (N min ! 0?35), it can be observed that the lower the U max , the more depleted the resource is at t = 30. This e¡ect is particularly strong for relatively high levels of N min (0?65À0?85) and a U max 0?015. Under these conditions consumat 1 (high ability) often engages in imitation, thus copying the higher proportion of time spent working of consumat 2. This usually causes consumat 1 to work more than is required to satisfy its needs. This effect thus resembles the imitation e¡ect that was found in the deterministic experiment as depicted in Figure 2 . Consumat 2, having a lower ability and thus more often being unsatis¢ed, is most likely to engage in social comparison. When consumat 1 engages in imitation, this causes both consumats to engage in the same behaviour. In that case social comparison does not reveal alternative behavioural opportunities, and consumat 2 continues the high proportion of time spent working. Consequently, in this situation the consumats are not capable of ¢nd-ing a new behaviour, e.g. reducing their time spent working now so as to preserve the resource and guarantee future consumption. For as long as both consumats experience an uncertainty larger than their uncertainty tolerance (U4U max ), they are trapped in this high proportion of working time. This e¡ect, where intensive social processing may impair the adaptive capacity of the consumats to ¢nd new, not previously consumed opportunities, is being labelled as the adaptation e¡ect. This period of over-harvesting can only come to an end if one of the consumats starts deliberating for one time step, and decreases its consumption to optimise future consumption. However, over-harvesting appears to be the behaviour that is most likely to be sustained because it satis¢es the needs in the short-term, not taking the TH into account. Consequently, uncertainty stimulates the imitation and sustaining of an over-harvesting habit, resulting in the resource being depleted to a larger extent.
Remarkably, for U max = 0?005 and N min = 0?95, Figure 3 reveals a high level of the resource at t = 30. Under this condition the consumats do not engage in automatic processing, but will often socially compare and occasionally deliberate. The high level of the resource under this condition can be explained as follows. When (occasional) deliberation occurs in the ¢rst time steps, the resource has not been depleted to a large extent. Consequently, the consumat will be able to ¢nd a behavioural opportunity (consumption level) that prevents the resource from further depletion, thereby obtaining a 
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relatively good harvest in the long run. In later social comparisons, the consumats thus only consider this relatively sustainable behavioural opportunity (consumption level).
Increasing environmental uncertainty
The previous simulation experiment was replicated to further investigate the e¡ects of uncertainty on resource management. Again, 10 values have been selected for N min (ranging from 0?05 to 0?95) and U max (ranging from 0?005 to 0?095). For each of the 100 (N min , U max ) conditions 10 simulation runs have been performed, resulting in a total of 1000 runs. This time, however, the stochastic function in the resource growth function is being doubled (s = 0?04), whereby environmental uncertainty is larger. It is expected that this increased environmental uncertainty causes the resource to deplete more strongly in comparison to the previous experiment ( Figure 3 ). Figure 4 shows as to what the resource size is after 30 time steps for varying levels of U max and N min .
The most remarkable di¡erence with the previous stochastic-resource experiment is the smaller resource size at t = 30 for N min = 0?45À0?85 (cf. Figure  3) . For example, for N min = 0?55 and U max = 0?055 the resource size at t = 30 dropped from 1?51 ( Figure  3 ) to 1?25 (Figure 4) . The fact that the lower resource size is equally large for middle and high levels of U max makes it clear that this cannot be a pure social-processing e¡ect. This lower resource size for N min = 0?45À0?85 can be explained as follows. Environmental uncertainty may lead to optimistic and pessimistic expectations regarding resource growth. Deliberating during a coincidental downward £uc-tuation in the resource growth (N(0,s)o0) causes the consumats to have 'pessimistic' expectations regarding resource growth. Consequently, a deliberating consumat will reduce its proportion of time working to prevent the depletion of the resource and to guarantee future outcomes. Because this behaviour is based upon a pessimistic expectation of the resource growth, the consumption may be denoted as under-harvesting. This under-harvesting causes the consumats to remain unsatis¢ed, thus sustaining them to reason (deliberation or social comparison) about consumptive behaviour.
The chances are large that a following time step shows an upward £uctuation in the resource growth (N(0,s)o0 ). An upward £uctuation results in consumats having optimistic expectations regarding the resource growth. A deliberating consumat will then increase its proportion of time spent working. The resulting over-harvesting usually results in a higher satisfaction, which stimulates the consumats to engage in automatic processing. However, this automatic processing makes them insensitive for future 
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negative £uctuations for as long as they are satis¢ed. The higher the environmental uncertainty the more frequently the consumats will be 'captured' in automatical over-harvesting on the basis of this optimism e¡ect. The optimism e¡ect thus occurs only in situations where consumats can engage in both reasoned and automatic processing alternately. The optimism e¡ect does not occur for low and high levels of N min . For low N min it does not occur because the consumats do not get to engage in reasoned processing, and thus never have (optimistic) expectations regarding future outcomes. For N min = 0?95, the effect does not occur because the consumats will not get engaged in automatic processing, and thus cannot be 'captured' in automatically over-harvesting.
Regarding the imitation e¡ect, this second stochastic-resource experiment shows a larger e¡ect than in the previous experiment. Whereas in the previous experiment the imitation e¡ect occurred for N min (0?65À0?85) and U max 0?015, here the e¡ect is stronger for N min (0?65À0?85) and U max 0?025, as can be seen from Figure 4 . It appears that an increase in environmental uncertainty also increases the imitation e¡ect.
For N min = 0?95 we also see an e¡ect for U max 0?005À0?075. However, this cannot be an imitation e¡ect because the consumats here engage purely in reasoned processing (either deliberation or social comparison). Close observation of these conditions showed that for consumats with an N min of 0?95, the more frequently they engage in social comparison, the more slowly they adapt their behaviour. This is caused by the fact that only when one of the consumats engages in deliberation, a new and more sustainable behavioural opportunity (consumption level) can be found and be available for comparison. Because the consumats with N min = 0?95 and U min = 0?005 still engage in deliberation (about 20% of the time, when the stochastic part in the resource growth is relatively small leading to UoU they are still able to prevent the resource from collapsing. However, because they deliberate less frequently than in the previous stochastic-resource experiment, they do not succeed in maintaining the resource at such a remarkably high level.
These two 1000 -run experiments demonstrate that three di¡ering e¡ects cause the consumats to increase their harvesting under conditions of high environmental uncertainty. First there is the optimism e¡ect. This e¡ect holds that deliberating consumats when confronted with a positive £uctuation in the resource growth are more likely to develop an overharvesting habit. Second there is the imitation e¡ect.
Just like in the previous deterministic (one-run) experiments, it can be observed here that while uncertain, Consumat 1 (higher ability) is prone to imitate the behaviour of the other consumat, even when this behaviour is less optimal than one's own previous behaviour. Third there is the adaptation e¡ect. The adaptation e¡ect holds that no new behavioural opportunities are introduced during social processing, and as a consequence the consumats are not capable of adapting their behaviour to changing circumstances, such as a serious depletion of the resource.
Discussion
Despite the fact that our formalization of uncertainty that is di¡erent, the e¡ects of uncertainty we observed in our simulation experiments are pointing in the same direction as experimental research with human subjects. Several experiments showed that increased environmental uncertainty causes people to harvest more (Messick et al., 1988; Rapoport et al., 1992; Hine & Gi¡ord, 1996; Wit & Wilke, 1998; GÌrling et al., 1998; Gustafsson et al., 1999a, b) . In the introduction three explanations for this e¡ect of uncertainty were discussed, namely environmental optimism, the post-experimental cognitive defence strategy and an individual outcome desirability bias due to selective recall of the number sequences. Because the environmental optimism explanation is based on a preharvesting estimate of the resource, this explanation is fundamentally different from our optimism e¡ect, which is a typical process e¡ect. The post-experimental cognitive defence strategy is obviously not a possible explanation for the simulation results. The outcome desirability explanation postulates that people are biased towards harvesting more when experiencing uncertainty. Whereas this e¡ect has been clearly identi¢ed in research, it has not yet been related to the di¡erent cognitive processes that guide people's harvesting decisions.
The di¡erence between the three explanations above and the three e¡ects found in the simulation experiments is that the latter explain the relation between uncertainty and harvesting behaviour in terms of processes. That is, the imitation e¡ect, the optimism e¡ect and the adaptation e¡ect describe the processes leading towards a certain harvesting behaviour. Instead of suggesting that some sort of bias exists causing people to harvest more when uncertain, the consumat approach allows to simulate the underlying cognitive processes leading to such a bias or behaviour. However, to validate these 260 W. Jager et al.
process e¡ects empirically, it is necessary to observe if these processes also occur when real people are confronted with a resource management task. Many experiments have been performed regarding the management of resources. Relatively few of these have explored the e¡ects of (environmental and social) uncertainty on people's harvesting behaviour. The cognitive processes that the subjects engaged in have not been studied in any of these experiments. Consequently, it is impossible to validate the process e¡ects as found in our simulation experiments on the basis of existing psychological experiments. To do so, we propose to study the behavioural processes of people engaged in a resource management task.
For the present, we may ponder some thoughts on how the process e¡ects explain the results obtained with real human subjects in a resource management task. It may be assumed that in those experiments the attendants were, on the average, not that motivated to engage in reasoned processing at every time step, but not that unmotivated either to engage only in automatic processing. Switching between reasoned and automatic processing may cause the optimism e¡ect to occur. Moreover, we expect that in experiments where the attendants have the possibility to communicate with each other, they will engage in social processing more often. As a consequence, it may be expected that the imitation e¡ect occurs, thereby further contributing to resource depletion.
Both the imitation and the optimism e¡ect stimulate over-harvesting, which may result in a higher satisfaction in the short run, but in a more depleted resource in the long run. This implies that only when the resource management task comprises a su⁄cient number of time steps, these e¡ects may manifest themselves to their full extent. Experiments that consider 10 time-stepsFa number frequently reported in experimental studies on resource managementFare considered too short a period of time for the imitation and the optimism e¡ect to manifest themselves fully.
The next question is whether the optimism, imitation and adaptation e¡ects appear to occur in realworld settings, which would signify their ecological validity. The optimism e¡ect can be used to describe the process that occurs in the management of ¢sh-eries. A ¢sh-stock can be considered as a complex resource that has a random component in its growth function. Following a series of good catches, ¢shermen are likely to have an optimistic expectation regarding the ¢sh-stock. Consequently, they will harvest a lot, thereby being satis¢ed, not reasoning and thus tending to ignore (scienti¢c) information that suggests that the resource may be depleting. However, after a series of bad catches, they may be convinced of the necessity to reduce their harvesting. Because they will be unsatis¢ed, they start reasoning, the ¢rst news that the ¢sh-stock is increasing will be elaborated, and they then will be very eager to increase their harvesting again, getting back to (more intense) repetitive behaviour.
The imitation e¡ect can be exempli¢ed with hoarding. When people are satis¢ed, but confronted with uncertainty (rumours) regarding the future availability of a certain good (e.g. food), they tend towards imitating the behaviour of others. When some people start hoarding (creating a private stock) because they fear a future scarcity, other people may imitate their behaviour. The social spreading of such behaviour may lead towards large-scale hoarding. In the short run, this may sustain satisfaction in the hoarding people, but in the long run it may cause serious scarcity problems.
The adaptation e¡ect applies to situations where people are mainly engaging in social processing. The buying of a car appears to be a situation that incites much social processing, because for many people it is an important constituent of their (social) image. Uncertainty regarding how other people perceive the image characteristics of the various car models may explain 'cars' as being a favourite conversation topic. Because people are perceiving what model of cars other people drive, and discuss this with friends and family, actual new behavioural options, such as new small cars or new public transportation services, are less likely to be discussed. This may be an important factor determining the speed at which a new (transport) product penetrates the market. It makes it obvious that it is a (intuitively) smart strategy of car manufacturers to make surprising advertisements so as to incite discussion (i.e. social processing), and thereby suppressing individual deliberation.
The identi¢cation of the optimism, imitation and adaptation e¡ects using the consumat approach raises the question of whether these e¡ects accurately describe actual behaviour of people managing a collective resource. Whereas the consumat rules are based on psychological theory, these theories have been formalized in a very simpli¢ed manner, thereby reducing the enormous complexity of human behaviour to a very simplistic robotic type of behaviour. On a more fundamental level one may ask if it is, in principle, possible to represent (organic) human behaviour in a (mechanistic) computer model. Being aware of the many limitations of using Over-Harvesting in Resource Dilemma computer simulation to understand human behaviour, we suggest that simulation models in general and the consumat model in particular contribute to our understanding of real human behaviour by identifying relevant research questions for empirical research. As such simulation research does not replace empirical research, but it rather provides a complementary research tool for the exploration of complex (multifactorial) research ¢elds and the identi¢cation of promising avenues (conditions) for further (empirical) research. On the other hand, questions emerging from empirical research (laboratory or ¢eld) may sometimes fruitfully be targeted by using a simulation model, demonstrating that complex phenomena are sometimes result from simple dynamics. We are convinced that combining empirical research with simulation research yields synergetic bene¢ts especially for our understanding of behavioural dynamics.
Considering the results of the simulation experiments as reported here, we suggest that empirical research should be aimed at the cognitive processes that people engage in while deciding how much to harvest from a collective resource. If this research con¢rms the existence of the process effects, the next step is aimed at the identi¢cation of their magnitude and robustness, both in laboratory and ¢eld settings. We are convinced that the combination of simulation research and empirical research may signi¢cantly contribute to the further unravelling of the dynamics that govern many resource dilemmas.
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